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Abstract

This theoretical perspective paper interprets (un) known-(un) known risk quadrants as formed from abstract and concrete risk knowledge. It presents these quadrants as useful, both for categorising risk forecasting challenges against levels of abstract and concrete risk knowledge typically available, and for psychometric research measuring perceived levels of abstract and concrete risk knowledge available for forecasting. Drawing on some cybersecurity risk examples, a case is made for refocusing risk management forecasting effort towards raising unknown-unknowns into known-knowns. We propose achieving this by
developing the ‘boosted risk radar’ as organisational practice where suitably ‘risk intelligent’ managers gather ‘risk intelligence information’, such that the ‘risk intelligent organisation’ can purposefully co-develop both abstract and concrete risk forecasting knowledge. We illustrate what this can entail in simple practice terms within organisations.
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### 1. Introduction

The present paper develops a theory of mature organisational risk management focused on risk forecasting knowledge production, where forecasting infrastructure converts ‘unknown-unknown’ to ‘known-known’ risk through more proactive effort to explore the organisational environment than is typically associated with the risk management function. To that end it advocates that organisational risk forecasting infrastructure be developed, *firstly*, through a novel theoretical approach to purposeful risk forecasting knowledge production, and *secondly*, as a more practical corollary, through terminological innovation: specifically the interrelated high-level guiding constructs of ‘risk intelligence’ and the ‘boosted risk radar’. Use of these, we argue, can focus practitioner aspirations towards greater awareness of how organisational risk forecasting knowledge can be developed and used effectively. Furthermore, we illustrate simple practical changes to risk related organisational processes and activities which can facilitate this.

Emphasising the need for more proactive investigation and interaction with threat sources as a means to gather the risk intelligence base for risk forecasting knowledge production, the paper engages critically with the dominant contemporary risk management paradigm which takes enterprise-wide risk management (ERM) (Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway Commission, 2017) and strategic agility-oriented resilience
(British Standards Institution, 2014) as shaping how cutting-edge advances in risk management maturity are usually conceived. Generally speaking, we engage with this paradigm as follows. Theories of ERM and resilience both speak to the need for a ‘corporate nervous system’ for negotiating the corporate risk environment, to use the well-worn ecological and biological-adaptive metaphor (Institute of Risk Management, 2011). This metaphor’s various layers of meaning have been widely studied from Morgan’s (2006) organisation-as-brain and organisation-as-organism perspectives. Furthermore its concern with interplay between corporate brain and corporate risk environment permits its wide use as convenient practitioner simplification for multiple overlapping ‘open’, ‘organic’ and ‘cybernetic’ systems theory perspectives within organisation theory (Scott, 2003) which draw upon diverse literatures to address this same interplay.

Following the convention of drawing eclectically from these literatures, we will argue that in today’s increasingly fast-moving, technology-driven and contingent organisational risk environment, risk management needs to be concerned with building corporate nervous systems, not primarily to drive strategy and agility per se, but more pressingly to ensure that organisational risk management forecasting effort engages much more proactively than hitherto with ‘unknown-unknown’ risk, to enable better and more rapid response. We recognise that a substantial literature on managing the unexpected through resilience, as illustrated by high reliability organisation practice (Weick and Sutcliffe, 2001; Weick and Putnam, 2006) is already deeply engaged with the broad challenge of facilitating early detection and rapid response towards ‘unknown-unknown’ risk (whose meaning we will shortly explore). Nonetheless we regard such literature as insufficiently concerned with proactive and targeted organisational effort to investigate and interact with possible threat sources in order to fill the risk knowledge vacuums that are fundamentally at issue, for both knowledge components that comprise every unknown-unknown risk.
In emphasising proactive knowledge-seeking as a foundation for risk forecasting, we conceive of knowledge accumulation as a socially distributed accomplishment grounded in complex everyday organisational practice (Orlikowski, 2002), such that we can theorise increasing levels of particular knowledge accomplishments in terms of the competences they produce for forecasting (especially complex) risks. Thus, we develop the metaphorical ‘risk radar’ concept, which we consider underused within its present theoretical positioning at the front end of the resilience process, through a novel focus on what it can mean to ‘boost’ it to reach out much further into the organisation’s social threat environment. More fully, we extend the metaphor’s meaning beyond passive detection of threat to further convey the need for targeted investigation and social interaction with sources of threat to obtain risk information and develop risk knowledge (which we further suggest should be structured using the knowledge categories we propose).

Our approach will also emphasise the insufficiency of compliance-driven and internal control focused risk management infrastructure whose centrepiece is the traditional risk listing process and its attendant risk registers. These practices too, we will argue, stand to benefit from enhancement through the ‘boosted risk radar’; indeed we argue that the boosted risk radar’s interface with the risk identification stage of the organisation’s preferred risk management process should be of great interest to any organisation seeking risk management which is both more integrated and more capable of urgent response.

Our critical reflection upon the above ‘traditional’ risk management practice will emphasise opportunity for greater engagement with particular social threats posed by market competitors as well as all manner of corporate mal-wisher, perhaps most notably including cyber-hackers and others seeking to penetrate corporate security vulnerabilities. We will group these together as ‘particular’ social threats on the basis that they all entail reflexive human agency targeting particular organisations. Accordingly, what matters most for our
theory development purpose is that for particular social threats we can often theorise some
dynamic and evolving attack-defend relationship concerned to either exploit or reduce some
organisational vulnerability. In such threat contexts, we suggest, the need to convert
‘unknown-unknown’ risk by proactively seeking and engaging with the threat sources, has
grown immensely.

The fundamental aim of this paper, then, is to work within the theoretical template
outlined in the following section (which looks in detail at Rumsfeld’s knowledge categories),
in order to thereafter explore, both terminologically and in more practical terms, how
organisations can dedicate forecasting effort towards converting unknown-unknowns into
known-knowns. To support this, section 1.2 will extend the theoretical and literature context
for the study.

2. (Un) known-(un) knowns

2.1 The four quadrants

Here we explain the origins of, and interpret the meaning and value of, the four (un) known-(un)
known risk quadrants. In February 2002, US Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld
gave a media briefing which became widely referenced – within highly diverse academic
literatures - for the terms it used to categorise military threats posed by Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein’s regime. Rumsfeld offered three categories: things we know we know
(known-knowns), things we know we don’t know (known-unknowns) and things we don’t
know we don’t know (unknown-unknowns) (CNN, 2016).

To link this idea to relevant academic literature, in the first instance it appears that
knowledge as competence-oriented social accomplishment (Orlikowski, 2002) is at issue.
Longstanding academic literature dealing with this idea emphasises that knowledge is social
and cultural (Nicolini et al., 2016) as well as dialogical (Tsoukas, 2009) in character.
Accordingly, we might view its level as slowly increasing within organisations, for particular risks; perhaps especially for complex risks whose causal understanding is highly multifactorial. Furthermore, we may differentiate such knowledge from the 'information' it stems from. It is often maintained that although information and knowledge are always about something (for our purpose, some forecasted risk), knowledge gathers and discerns patterns within information and can therefore be understood as contributing texture and sharpness to forecasts for complex risk. Insofar as such knowledge has its mettle tested by risk experience, we can begin to call it accumulated 'wisdom' (Rowley, 2007) and furthermore we can theorise and measure the value it creates (Smith and Raspin, 2011). The work by Smith and Raspin (2011) on organisational knowledge production illustrates how marketing literature in particular has developed a strong focus on knowledge development (Jaworski and Kohli, 1993) through its concern to cultivate marketing intelligence and thereafter create measurable value from any marketing ‘insights’ found. Such practice is in part rooted in resource-based theories of the firm (Barney, 1991), yet as we later explain in section 4, it also deeply reflects how businesses have learned from Rumsfeld’s domain: military intelligence.

Recognising that speculation on hostile weapons capability was clearly Rumsfeld’s focus during his 2002 briefing, it is plain that both the first and second knowledge components forming his ((un) known-(un) known were intended to take some risk as their object. It also seems reasonably certain that they were intended to denote separate categories of knowledge, which can be synthesised somehow to improve overall risk knowledge. Yet Rumsfeld was widely pilloried because the precise meaning of each knowledge component, and its relationship to the other, remained unexplained.

*Prima facie*, it might be speculated that the first knowledge component simply estimates uncertainty for the second knowledge component. Hence, for example, a known-unknown might express knowledge of high uncertainty for the destructiveness, readiness or
precise nature of a weapon. However, this begs the question of how the first knowledge component could ever be an unknown. Another possibility, more germane to the risk forecasting knowledge subject matter of our paper, is that while the second knowledge component always comprises forecasting knowledge pertaining directly to some possible weapons use event, the first component always adds the stamp of some knowledge enhancement, achieved through further critical reflection on the evidence base, method or theoretical frame employed to produce that forecasting knowledge. What makes this interpretation rather simplistic, however, is that both knowledge components can be viewed as corrigible through critical metacognition directed towards some theory, evidence or method used in its production. Recognising this, it could be argued that the difference arises through time ordering: the first knowledge component always takes the second as its object for critical metacognition irrespective of content. On that interpretation, Rumsfeld’s (un) known-(un) known are useful for expressing the extent to which secondary layers of governance or lines of defence have been brought to bear in some organisational process of risk forecasting knowledge development.

However a problem with this ‘time ordered’ or ‘governance’ based interpretation is that it neglects the possibility that risk forecasting knowledge development can be ‘pushed’ in the reverse direction for various reasons, including those of socio-technical manipulation. For example, a known-unknown might comprise geopolitical-agenda-driven theoretical speculation about a weapons threat, which may in some cases serve as a ‘false flag’ pretext for initiating long planned military aggression. In such cases, the ‘known’ would comprise speculative, theoretical knowledge and the ‘unknown’ would refer to either the absence of evidential knowledge pertaining directly to the threat, or to the withholding of that knowledge from the public for security reasons. Hence, this could be a known-unknown from the public standpoint and a known-known for the military planners.
To more fully appreciate the value of theoretical inquiry into Rumsfeld’s categories, which takes all of the above considerations into account, Pawson et al.’s (2011) study of how Rumsfeld’s terms can inform realist theories of policy development is of interest. They call attention to the need for a ‘steady conversion of unknowns to knowns’ for both knowledge components. This, they say, entails not only cultivating an evidence base for scrutinising policy arrangements but also appreciating the complex nature of both theoretical speculation and evidence. Looking from this psychological realist standpoint, we might value Rumsfeld’s categories as permitting the articulation of a particular psychological realist agenda: that of slowly and incrementally overcoming problems of human frailty in the conversion of unknown-unknowns into known-knowns, through a critical concern to explore (sometimes imbalanced) interaction between the two knowledge components at issue.

Logan (2009) offers a philosophy of science interpretation of Rumsfeld’s categories, providing an excellent reason for valuing the first knowledge component for its often benign and constructive influences upon the second. He points out that scientific hypothesis testing in ideal situations is for ‘known-unknowns’; that is, the theoretical knowledge comprising the hypothesis is known and the empirical findings, at least prior to the experiment’ are unknown. In cases where findings lie out with the range of possibilities permitted by the theory, Logan (2009) argues, the thing under study should however be regarded as an ‘unknown-unknown’. This emphasis on the importance of theory testing to produce knowledge is notably consistent with all interpretations offered above.

A final enhancement to how we might interpret Rumsfeld’s terms is offered by celebrity cultural critic Slavoj Zizek, whose critical commentary on the three binary categories raised the unmentioned fourth possibility: unknown-knowns (Zizekian Studies, 2015). Zizek’s argument was that the second knowledge component can comprise ideological belief. Writing from a psychoanalytic perspective emphasising unconscious motivation, his
point was that it is possible to be motivated by an ideological worldview while lacking critical metacognitive awareness of how the resulting agency relates reflexively to its influence as a societal force. Zizek’s view is, accordingly, useful for reminding us that risk knowledge production can only benefit from the focusing of critical metacognition towards culturally primed risk beliefs on multiple social levels.

Recognising that for all the above interpretations, there is value in exploring the interplay between the two knowledge components they theorise to exist, we contend that the best way to capture this value within an integrative theoretical simplification is as follows. Firstly, we reaffirm that both knowledge components can be viewed as referring to varying levels of socially distributed risk forecasting knowledge within organisations, improvable through critical awareness of how their interplay bears upon the overall production of risk forecasting knowledge. Secondly, we suggest that psychology literature dealing with the use of ‘abstract’ and ‘concrete’ mindsets to structure and develop knowledge holds the key to how we can differentiate these knowledge components in simplifying terms. Vallacher and Wegner (1985) contrast the more abstract and purpose-oriented ‘why’ of actions with the more process-oriented and concrete ‘how’ of actions to differentiate the separate emphases of these mindsets. Crutch et al. (2009) illustrate the complexity of this subject matter at the semantic level by studying how abstract and concrete words each relate to separate representational frameworks. Abstract words, they maintain, interrelate primarily through varying forms of mental association. This can produce useful simplifying and sometimes metaphorical understandings of complex reality. Concrete words, by contrast, interrelate more taxonomically to produce meaningful and ordered understanding of what is actually observed or observable.

Aiming for a more succinct differentiation pertaining more specifically to risk forecasting knowledge, we suggest that a more ‘abstract’ mindset for risk forecasting
knowledge can be understood as expressing theoretical imagination in terms of abstract categories and forms of risk, perhaps also linking abstract occurrences mechanistically (see Elster, 1989) to create narratives for risk events. This theoretical imagination might employ complexity-reducing metaphor or draw heavily on isomorphic learning to explain events as recurrences of previous similar ones. A more ‘concrete’ mindset, can be understood, by contrast, as data-driven and rooted in context-specific description. We can further characterise the abstract mindset in terms of risk imagination strongly influencing risk perception; the concrete mindset, by contrast, we can view as exerting influence in the reverse direction, with risk perception forming from actual risk experience and related data, in turn sometimes thereafter reshaping the broader abstract context of risk imagination. Accordingly, we theorise the two, in overview, as corresponding to forecasting knowledge shaped principally by explanatory risk imagination and by descriptive risk observation respectively. Notably, this simplifying interpretation entails that the former can include knowledge produced through moral imagination (Werhane, 1999) which might motivate risk forecasting effort to take the longer and larger view.

Our resulting ‘abstract’ and ‘concrete’ risk forecasting knowledge components give rise to the four quadrants below (figure 1):

### Figure 1: Four States of Risk Forecasting Knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Known Knowns</th>
<th>Unknown Knowns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk is known both abstractly (in correspondence to events which do or may happen) and as a concrete risk exposure whose portents or impacts are described.</td>
<td>Risk is less well known abstractly but nonetheless individual or organisational experience of it necessitates its management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known Unknowns</td>
<td>Unknown Unknowns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is understood that a particular type or category of risk event demands attention yet there is an absence of evidence for its</td>
<td>Possible risk events which have not been imagined/conceptualised and evidence for whose relevance within some specific</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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presence as a concrete risk exposure for the organisation at issue.

organisational context might exist embryonically as scattered information but not as coherent risk knowledge.

Given that we theorise the risk forecasting challenge as one of raising knowledge levels from ‘unknown-unknowns’ to ‘known-knowns’, we suggest that the above four quadrants might be useful for expressing current estimated knowledge levels using psychometric mapping; that is, expert or practitioner estimates could be displayed for expert and concrete knowledge levels in relation to specific forecasting challenges.

We further propose that in order to raise knowledge levels from unknown-unknown to known-known status it is helpful to consider the following four points. Firstly, traditional risk management deals in known-knowns insofar as its subject matter is (often insurable) regularly occurring risk events. These are ideal risk conditions for ongoing refinement of high levels of abstract and concrete risk forecasting knowledge. Secondly, known-unknown risk events may often be planned-for events, where planning protocols are created, tested and improved using red-teaming and other forms of scenario exercise. Moreover, the term is useful for highlighting possible management-of-uncertainty challenges should such events occur. For example, the World Health Organisation has recently proposed that scientists and public health emergency planners prepare for the ‘known-unknown pathogen’ they call ‘Disease X’ (Nuki & Shaikh, 2018). Their point, in using Rumsfeld’s binary category, is to emphasise the practical necessity of making preparations for a fast-spreading global epidemic which will place managers in knowledge poor circumstances. Thirdly, we can view unknown-known risk forecasting challenges as sometimes characterised by the presence of knowledge of ‘what’ is happening or might happen, in the absence of knowledge pertaining to ‘why’ it is happening or might happen. Following Zizek’s theoretical approach, we might look to examples characterised by difficulties in understanding behaviours, either because plausible psychological explanations are contestable and/or they invite interpretive bias. Unknown-
knowns, then, are perhaps best understood as relating to unfolding events which clearly matter, but where explanatory theoretical context is highly problematic, perhaps often - but not necessarily – because their human aspects are hard to interpret without ongoing doubt and controversy. Finally, we suggest that it may be possible to become more sensitised to the risk forecasting challenge of converting ‘unknown-ununknowns’ into ‘known knowns’ by exploring whether the above known-unknown and unknown-known problems constitute the most pressing obstacles.

Before setting out our suggestions regarding how organisations can engage with this conversion challenge, we must however look at unknown-unknowns in more detail. Our approach is to recognise their growing salience within today’s security climate; wherein low probability-high impact ‘Black Swan’ events, especially cyber security related events, proliferate. The past decade has presented a never-ending stream of cyber ‘Black Swan’ events, affecting governments, businesses, and the general public. Some of the higher profile ones affecting nation-states include the Stuxnet attack in 2010 (Langer, 2011), the Red October botnet attack (2012) (Vikos and Gritzalis, 2013), the Mask malware attack (2014) (Kaspersky, 2014), and the recent WannaCry ransomware attack (2017) (Sahi, 2017). More recently and relevantly, there has been a series of ‘particular’ social threats in terms of targeted data breaches, affecting large organisations, such as Uber (2017), Equifax (2017), and Deloitte (2017). Looking ahead to the future, we can expect the scale, severity and complexity of targeted cyber ‘Black Swan’ events to continue to increase. Yet, we still lack sufficient theoretical and practical means to direct forecasting effort towards these events that we call ‘unknown-unknowns’.

2.2 Application of the Theoretical Template: objectives and literature context
In the remaining sections of this paper, the common thread will be our advocacy for the use of new and adapted risk management terminology to allow organisational risk management to better convert ‘unknown-unknown’ risk forecasting knowledge and, at the same time, greatly enhance risk forecasting knowledge for corporate cybersecurity and other particular social threats. Our two objectives will be to: (i) develop key concepts for exploring how organisations may proactively detect and defend against particular social threats from individuals or other organisations; and (ii) explore implications for the nature and scope of risk management practice, seeking in particular practical ways of co-developing abstract and concrete risk forecasting knowledge. First we meet objective one through critical discussion of our new ‘boosted risk radar’ concept, which is essentially a high level abstract metaphor. Secondly we meet objective two through critical discussion of our proposed multi-layered ‘risk intelligence’ concept which engages on more practical levels with how organisational risk management can pivot towards forecasting for unknown-unknowns and related knowledge conversion concerns.

Our particular concern with raising risk forecasting knowledge from unknown-unknown levels leads us to be especially interested in low probability-high impact threats. Lindaas and Pettersen (2016) consider these a key problem for the profession, exploring it like many others through the lens of how risk management might get smarter at handling ‘black swan’ events. Our proposals seek to contribute to this debate. Furthermore, we argue drawing from earlier work on unconventional and irregular social threat (Marshall et al., 2012; Chipulu et al., 2016), indeed including threats arising with market competition (see Ojiako et al., 2010), that remedies to particular social threats can usefully learn from how the military deals with asymmetric or unconventional warfare. This entails considering, for example, that information asymmetries as well as disparities in ethics and resources can be important when theorising circumstances of, and relationships between, attackers and defenders. We have
already touched upon why critical attention to relative levels of abstract and concrete risk knowledge can be vital for understanding conflict.

A review of related literature suggests that particular social threats may be characterised by ongoing reflexivity in attacker-defender relationships. Drivers of attack persistence and reinvention over time might often include perceived social (Donnelly-Saalfield, 2009; Ifedi and Anyu, 2011), ethical (Schminke et al., 2014; Chipulu et al., 2016) or service (Grégoire and Fisher, 2008; Grégoire et al., 2009; Fisk et al., 2010; Daunt and Harris, 2012) violations by the targeted firm. We further contend that it is important to understand how organisations which normally compete ‘within the rules’ are likely to effectively recognise, monitor and manage threat actions that are purposeful, targeted and sometimes episodically repeating, yet hard to predict because the agencies are anonymous and prepared to violate laws and other norms. We recognise from learning-from-the-military literature (Ojiako et al., 2010, 2012; Marshall, 2012), that current risk management capabilities are underprepared for unconventional threats and competitive behaviours that subvert well recognised conventions. Also of interest within that context is Chen and Miller’s (1994) suggestion that even reputable firms may engage in targeted threat actions when they deem the targeted firms major obstacles to their survival.

Organisational responses to particular threat actions appear under-studied within risk research literature. Such literature does exist in the management and marketing fields (see Chen and Miller, 1994; Grégoire and Fisher, 2008; Grégoire et al., 2009; Zourrig et al., 2009; Ojiako et al., 2010; Nepomuceno et al., 2017). In risk management literature all such concern is eclipsed by what is seen as a greater concern to develop faster and better responses to all sorts of threat. Accordingly numerous scholars such as Power (2004, 2009), Ojiako et al. (2010), Marshall and Ojiako (2013, 2015, 2018, 2019), Wu et al. (2014), Huang et al. (2016), Leva et al. (2017), Slonim (2017) and Smyth (2017) have concerned themselves with
developing broader and more holistic risk management approaches than those which have
focused historically on narrow risk management processes that match anticipated risks to
controls. This has arguably led over time to a blending between the risk-based internal
control, enterprise risk management, resilience, crisis management, business continuity and
organisational agility concepts which we outlined earlier. Ambitious risk management
approaches of this nature sometimes call on ‘risk radar’ concepts (Jovanovic, 2012;
Jovanovic et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2016) to denote environmental scanning. Central to this
metaphor is the idea that proactive scanning is involved (radar equipment must transmit
before it can detect anything) and further important denotations of meaning are that radar can
be intelligently located and directed. In the first half of this paper we further develop the
metaphor by conceiving of the risk radar as something that can be ‘boosted’ to generate
abstract and concrete forecasting knowledge for particular social threat. Acknowledging that
the test for a good organisational metaphor is whether it can inspire collaborative creative
thinking within organisations (Biscaro and Comacchio, 2017), we argue that our boosted risk
radar metaphor might help guide the further development of the risk management profession.

3.0 Early warning risk radars

3.1 Ownership of the risk radar

When conceptualised in its broadest scope as a risk assessment information gathering and
processing system (Jovanovic, 2012; et al., 2012; and Balos, 2013; Huang et al., 2016), the
objective of the ‘risk radar’ is to facilitate the recognition, monitoring and management of
risk. Working within the metaphor, this entails locating risk and communicating findings to
relevant parties. Clearly, both the theoretical imagination of the abstract mindset, as well as
the concrete mindset’s concern to interrogate and be led by data, are both vital considerations.
For broad organisational context, we can situate the risk radar within the context of
Enterprise risk management (ERM) approaches which align the management of risks to governance structures, strategy, and more recently performance (Aven and Aven, 2015; Bromiley et al., 2015, COSO, 2017). However, the main theoretical offering of this paper is to explore how the risk radar can gather, process and communicate intelligence to create the risk intelligent organisation. Here, the risk intelligent organisation is an organisation with capabilities to not only support effective early warning about enterprise risk in general, but also to counter irregular, audacious and non-routine threats, engagement or competition from individuals or organisations. We also view such risk intelligence as corrigeble in part through critical overview of what abstract and concrete risk forecasting knowledge is available.

According to Ansoff (1975, p. 22), in response to ‘weak signals’, organisations generally can choose to be reactive or proactive. If they choose to be reactive, it involves developing competencies for quick and efficient crisis management. Alternatively, if they choose to be proactive, it implies having in place effective means of scanning and then actively interrogating whatever is found to be of interest within the environment (Hambrick, 1981; Elenkov, 1997; Crant, 2000; Parker et al., 2010). Our paper can be viewed as extending this literature through its exploration of the interface between risk management and competitive intelligence functions, employing the term ‘risk intelligence’ partly to refer to their fusion. This creates a risk radar ownership issue. While a strong case can be made that risk radars are best championed and owned by the risk management function, the reality is that for effectiveness, the development of the risk radar will require firstly, systematic and constantly organisational-wide learning that supports the development and alignment of internal competencies linked by an expanded risk philosophy (Thompson, 1986; Valverde, 1991; Althaus, 2005; Campbell, 2006; Schiller and Prpich, 2014). Secondly, it will require the coordinated participation of various organisational functions (Braunscheidel and Suresh, 2009) including competitive intelligence. Such participation, we will argue, is best supported
by effort to encourage the participating functions to think beyond narrow departmental concerns. Some baseline level of participation by many or even all organisational functions may be desirable (see Balogun et al., 2005; Hoyt and Liebenberg, 2011). Our justification is that without such boundary spanning involvement the result may be risk radar coverage that reflects pre-existing organisational biases. A related possibility is that the resulting risk intelligence may not be communicated in a timely and coordinated manner; furthermore if insufficiently aggregated for various purposes, one consequence may be information overload at higher echelons (Foss and Rodgers, 2011).

Conceptualising the ‘risk radar’ as an effective form of early warning invites further reflection on two key points. Firstly, risk management processes invite complex, fluid, or hybridised integration with various other management and governance processes within organisations (Lidskog and Sjödin, 2016). The broad challenge here is essentially one of information and knowledge management (Hoyt and Liebenberg, 2011), which in the context of our study is re-envisioned to accommodate the risk radar metaphor as the basic sensory apparatus through which the organisation becomes aware of and responds to particular social threat action. Secondly, conceptual awkwardness inevitably arises with the notion of a risk radar designed to receive and relay risk information while also performing a broader information gathering and processing role. For the organisation, what would matter is that proactive risk identification develops forecasting knowledge for threat action, particularly to enable fast response (Huurne and Gutteling, 2008), and furthermore that all gathered information or knowledge is also circulated throughout relevant organisational lattices with the speed and sensitivity it requires, as indeed has long been associated with enterprise risk management practice (Dickinson, 2001). Some literature (e.g. Thompson and Bloom, 2000; Lin et al., 2017) suggests that risk managers prefer risk information formatted for use within varying operational and strategic decision contexts, and for stakeholder circulation. Concern
with these broader contexts, Árvai (2014) argues, goes a long way towards ensuring that disconnections between how risks are defined, and how risk management is actually practiced, are reduced. Accordingly, we contend that it is particularly important to guard against any use of unnecessarily restrictive terminology or formatting whose effect might be to communicate risk information too narrowly and prevent its meaningful understanding as applicable knowledge (Huurne and Gutteling, 2008; Árvai, 2014; Lin et al., 2017).

3.2 Information gathering from a risk perspective

It follows from the above that the risk radar needs to look beyond what the lens of ‘risk’ renders visible. Accordingly we view it as a metaphor for coordinated attentiveness to the organisational threat environment, especially helpful for sensitising organisations to particular social threats which may affect organisational functions in different ways. Everything which risk radars do in this respect can be considered to involve matching risks to controls (Spira and Page, 2003). Arguably, organisational radars are always ‘risk radars’ because they focus purposefully towards risk-control matching in this broadest sense. In recognition of the fact that an astute grasp of both the past and the future requires agile use of both threat and opportunity frames to produce causal understanding (Sitkin and Pablo, 1992; Power et al., 2009; Aven and Aven, 2015), we also contend that effective use of risk radars may sometimes hinge on careful attention to these complex issues when developing knowledge (both abstract-mechanistic and concrete-sequential) pertaining to causal complexity within the social threat environment.

Perhaps the biggest problem with the risk radar concept arises where organisations simplistically regard it as a means to identify ‘the risks’ before these are conveyed through risk management processes for recording in risk registers and internal control systems. Perhaps we get close to the root of many flawed understandings of organisational risk
management (Hansson, 2004; Moosa, 2007), when we consider that such commonplace risk ideation might misattribute motional properties to risks. This entails the flawed imagining of risks as ‘things’ that move, that are then capable of ‘impacting’ on the organisation, yet which can also be transferred into various stages of the risk management process only to be ‘caught’ or ‘captured’ within risk registers and internal control systems. This confused metaphorical imagination of ‘risk as motion’ constitutes a category error in logic, because risks are not movable ‘things’. Arguably, much more attention should be paid to the harm this flawed view of risk can cause. Our theory development will take some interest in this issue, as we do not wish to see the risk radar concept employed to perpetuate or even deepen such misunderstanding. Every metaphor has its limits (Cornelissen, 2005), and one limit of our risk radar metaphor is that by speaking to the commonplace metaphorical ideation of risks as moving objects, it invites all the attendant misunderstandings, not least of which is the problem of de-contextualising risks as discrete objects to be managed separately. We, by contrast, emphasise its role in enabling the production of risk forecasting knowledge over perhaps long time periods, with much less complexity reduction than simple risk-control matching entails.

3.3 Generating Marketing insights

The notion that risk radars may serve a more diverse range of organisational purposes leads to the proposition that they offer informational sources of competitive advantage classable as Consumer or other Marketing insights. Notably Smith and Raspin (2011) discuss organisational processes of knowledge development to produce consumer insight along these lines. A very relevant source for further opening out the risk radar concept, their work emphasises the need for elaborately designed scanning systems. Built into such systems are mechanisms which allow for not only the allocation of monitoring tasks to managers with
diverse competencies, but also alignment of such competencies with changing complexity and volatility levels in competitive environments. More specifically, Smith and Raspin (ibid.) characterise the rare moments of insight that scanning should aspire to create, in terms of four basic ‘VRIO’ criteria. These are that insights should: (i) offer ‘value’ for organisations, (ii) be ‘rare’ in the sense that competitors are unlikely to find them, (iii) not be ‘imitable’, in effect, competitors should lack capabilities to either find them or act upon them, and (iv) be aligned to ‘organisational capabilities’.

We might even define the term ‘risk insight’ by these same criteria. Taking this view, the best practice suggestion arises that perhaps risk assessment processes would benefit from giving routine consideration to whether the risks under their purview might be handled differently when recognised as offering risk insight value. Routine quantitative scoring for the insight value of identified risks might even help to transform the value of risk registers as decision-making tools (a role whose importance has been emphasised in the literature – see Ackermann et al., 2007). This suggestion recognises that strategic decision-makers are more likely to value risk information which is communicated in ways that are consistent, unambiguous and easily understandable (Månsson et al., 2017). Yet this also problematizes the question of whether risk registers can and should be transparent. These can be considered key questions for our proposed risk radar use. However, the more general and key conclusion arising from this introductory discussion is that risk radars need to feed ‘multilingual’ communication and dialogue within organisations (see Ackermann et al., 2007).

3.4 ‘Boosting’ the risk radar

Where particular social threat is at issue, urgent response capability becomes an important fitness-for-purpose test for risk radar infrastructure; however so too is the strength and reach of the radar signal that scans the social threat environment. Use of the risk radar may entail
not just information gathering close to primary threat sources, but conceivably also various forms of direct (remote-electronic or interpersonal) engagement and interaction. Accordingly we propose a notion of ‘booster infrastructure’ centring on intense proactive engagement and interaction, perhaps sometimes with individuals or groups who harbour malice or competitive ill-will towards the organisation. This raises various skills, resources, law and ethics issues, several of which we consider below. We might even theorise such ‘booster infrastructure’ as the key missing link within risk management thinking today. However, to reiterate strongly, any such enhanced risk management function would need to relax any semantic grip its favoured risk discourses, documentation and related visual representations might hitherto have either deliberately or unwittingly imposed on organisational information flows. In so doing, it should be better able to elicit enthusiastic participation in the organisationally distributed co-development of risk forecasting knowledge. In particular, it might be argued that risk management ownership of booster infrastructure should resist any temptation to process information through the conceptual straitjacket which Ackermann et al. (2007) associate with risk register use. A viable alternative may involve use of ‘action point registers’ which triage incoming information towards where it can most productively be assembled as forecasting knowledge (or business insight) with such urgency and confidentiality as are deemed appropriate.

3.5 A dangerous high stakes activity?

Critics of the above proposal may claim that active investigation of primary sources of risk information is best left to the area of fuzzy overlap between the competitive intelligence, business intelligence and marketing intelligence functions which already have well-established competency in this area (Freeman, 1999; Wright and Calof, 2006; Calof and Wright, 2008; Smith and Lindsay, 2012). Nonetheless, we suggest risk management can take
a leadership and coordination role, linking these functions to the rest of the organisation through a guiding theoretical concern with the purposeful cross-functional co-development of risk forecasting knowledge. As articulated in literature exploring the relationship between professions and institutional change (Daudigeos, 2013; Muzio et al., 2013), professions are able to utilise their expertise and legitimacy to initiate institutional pressures which bring new adjustments and changes, sometimes leveraged through the development new guides, standards and associated job descriptions. This has recently been the case with the rise of the ‘Chief Risk Officer’ role as a means to ensure enterprise risk management is taken seriously at the top management table (Aabo et al., 2005; Harrison and Phillips, 2014; Pernell et al., 2017; Karanja and Rosso, 2017). Correspondingly, we envisage risk management ownership of ‘booster infrastructure’ for risk radar as requiring new leadership and coordination roles, as well as related job descriptions and other forms of guidance.

4.0 ERM context for boosted risk radars

Speaking further to the above issue of cross-functional leadership and coordination, it can also be argued (see Aabo et al., 2005; Harrison and Phillips, 2014; Pernell et al., 2017; Karanja and Rosso, 2017), that the risk profession is already strongly aspirant towards subsuming various other - sometimes competing - organisational functions to serve its master concept of a singular, overarching, early warning risk radar for organisations. Such empire-building efforts by risk management entail that organisational groundwork for our proposal is already well established in many organisations. Thinking from the perspective of ‘boundary maintenance’ which explores how professions take shape and gain influence (Montgomery and Oliver, 2007, p. 665), the risk profession is fundamentally concerned to promote cross-functional information flows leading to knowledge development, because without them both ERM practice and resilience are impossible. Focussing on the theme of urgent response
which has come to matter greatly within both contexts of practice, the next section now looks more closely at how the risk radar concept has emerged to prominence within the context of resilience in particular.

4.1 Resilience context

The ‘risk radar’ is often considered a foundational principle of organisational resilience. The well-known ‘Roads to Resilience’ (Franken et al., 2014) report recognises five such principles (the 5 Rs) as follows: (i) Risk radar should anticipate problems before they escalate, (ii) Resources and assets should be diversified, (iii) Relationships and networks should allow risk information to flow, (iv) Rapid responses should initiate before crises or disasters happen, and (v) Review and adaptation should occur ex post.

One important question, however, is whether the human alertness and proactivity constitutive of the risk radar should be limited by the boundaries of the organisation. Our contention that it should lay stronger emphasis on the need for managers with highly astute people skills to go out and actively explore the social world (thereby ‘boosting’ the radar) should be of interest in view of the risk profession’s growing attention to third party risk and partnership risk (PWC, 2013). We live in an ‘age of access’ (Rifkin, 2001) characterised by complex supply chains and fluidity in co-working and partnering between organisations. This entails that trust building and various inter-organisational challenges relating to security are growing in importance. Many new opportunities for malice towards organisations target the interfaces between organisations (Korsgaard et al., 2015) because this is where blind spots in risk radars are often to be found. We posit that this places an especially high premium on robust people skills where a specific concern with stakeholder relationship maintenance combines with a more general willingness to go out into the social world, in order to operate fit-for-purpose risk radars today.
4.2 Challenges

However there remain important further grounds for resisting the central proposal of this paper. Schoemaker et al. (2013) associate the production of knowledge through use of ‘strategic radars’ by (by networked firms in particular) with the particular problem of how to manage the data avalanche that can arise. Indeed their focus on forecasting for fast-changing technological risk, using scenario analyses activities, which bring stakeholders together, is of interest in the present paper insofar as our interest in cybersecurity risk places technological risk and related management approaches within the broader context of social threat and ongoing (cyber) attack-defence relationships. Such complex risks and the information aggregation challenges they bring can become more manageable by using ‘red teaming’ simulations in particular.

Another problem is that primary threat sources will be highly cautious in terms of disclosing any usable information concerning threats, which they themselves pose. They may take strong measures to prevent or dissimulate any such disclosure. On the one hand, the information-gathering challenges arising under these circumstances bolster our argument for critical juxtaposition of abstract and concrete risk knowledge, as a means to contextualise any information gleaned. Yet we still need to acknowledge that the closer an early warning risk radar gets to the source of a social threat, the more practical and ethical challenges it is likely to encounter. Hence, there may be points of diminishing returns and increasing risk from greater resource expenditures on boosting risk radars.

For a better understanding of such risk we could look from sociological and psychological perspectives of ‘organisational edgework’ (Lyng, 2005; Zinn, 2017). This entails considers information gathering encounters which push towards the ‘edges’ of appropriate behaviour as experiences characterised by intoxicating exhilaration, anxiety,
relief, reward etc. Although these edges will inevitably be circumscribed by law and other social norms, the edgework actually undertaken may often include at least some transgressive boundary work driven by the desire for such experience. An issue arising with information-gathering edgework, then, is whether negative financial and reputational impacts arising with either real or perceived transgression might sometimes outweigh anticipated benefits from information gained. The more a risk radar is ‘boosted’ as we propose, the more serious these issues of risk-adjusted return are likely to become. As we emphasise later on, professionalism in the application of relevant ethics codes can help address this problem. This can be facilitated, we will argue, through participation of the competitive intelligence profession in the riskier and more controversial aspects of risk radar use.

5.0 Risk intelligence: Three meanings

Having outlined some key organisational challenges and obstacles linked to our boosted risk radar proposal, we now engage more closely with its forecasting knowledge development concerns with reference to what we consider important facilitating terminology. In proposing three possible meanings of ‘risk intelligence’ which we think combine to provide the necessary terminological foundation for developing boosted risk radars, we are able to look at the challenges and obstacles on more practical organisational levels and recommend practical improvements within organisations.

5.1 Meaning One: Risk intelligence is managing risk intelligently

The first part of our paper established our concern with critical juxtaposition of abstract and concrete risk forecasting knowledge. We looked at possible advantages of this binary knowledge ontology, particularly as a stimulus for critical reflection. We further theorised purposeful conversion of such knowledge, moving from unknown-unknowns to known-
knowns. Moreover we viewed this as practice which can be initiated (and progressed in cases of persistent attacker-defender interaction) through ‘boosted risk radar activity’, bringing forward early detection of social threat through more purposeful interaction with its likely sources and those close to them. In this section, we now theorise ‘risk intelligence’ as offering further valuable risk management terminology which can help shape such practice. In particular, our view of ‘risk intelligence’ will, in this present section, be concerned with the intellectual, ethical and psychological wherewithal for gathering and developing risk forecasting knowledge for social threat.

Evan’s (2012) theory of risk intelligence (RQ) concerns simple estimates (a subject matter substantially removed from forecasting for complex risks). While described generally as “a special kind of intelligence for thinking about risk and uncertainty” (p. 288), its more precise measurement focus is on resistance to false certainty when estimating probabilities for the correctness of truth claims. Similarly, several scholars focus narrowly on measurable aptitudes for thinking in rational (Stanovich, 2009a) or flexible (Mellers et al., 2015) ways about decisions under uncertainty. It is widely acknowledged (Frey and Detterman, 2004; Stanovich, 2009b; Stanovich and West, 2009), that such scientific approaches to measuring various forms of intelligence can however sacrifice valuable bandwidth in their quest for measurability. Correspondingly, we suggest that risk intelligence is most likely to become a useful psychological concept for risk practitioners when used openly and flexibly; furthermore it might be used most effectively where practitioners are encouraged to focus its range of psychological meanings towards what matters most for them, so that these meanings become captured for organisational learning purposes.

The human challenge in operating the boosted risk radar arguably lends itself to the following broad psychological view of risk intelligence, which might conceivably be promoted in organisations intent on boosting risk radar practice. Opening out some parallels
with the RQ construct, we can consider how risk radars will benefit from high IQ in particular ways. Consider for example the importance of cognitive problem-solving skills fundamental to IQ such as pattern recognition (Gottfredson, 1997). High competency in this particular skill might often be vital for flexibly balancing concrete risk knowledge with abstract explanatory and historical contextual knowledge, both for purposes of initial attunement towards social threat and for ongoing refinement of related forecasting knowledge (pertaining for example to changing intentions, plans or capabilities underlying such threat). We could also expand our scope to consider emotional intelligence quotient (EQ) (Salovey et al., 2004). High EQ’s contribution to risk intelligence might include the insight it can bring to problems such as selective inattention to concrete risk information, which does not fit with affect-laden organisational narratives. It might even offer protective or curative benefit for problems of organisational paranoia (Kramer, 2008) which are bound to sometimes shape and weight prevailing risk forecasts for social threats. Turning to consider cultural intelligence quotient (CQ) (Brislin et al., 2006), we might also contemplate the risk profession’s rapidly growing interest in cultural contexts likely to advantage or disadvantage accurate risk forecasting. Such intelligence may prove important for appreciating why abstract subtleties of cultural context (e.g. for hacker communities) can matter when theorising social threats to organisations. Taking stock, then, we might usefully view risk intelligence as a composite of all of the above psychological quotients drawn together to enhance forecasting knowledge production.

5.1.1 Ethical risk intelligence practice: Although the expression ‘EQ’ is reserved for emotional intelligence within research literature, ‘ethical intelligence’ is perhaps a more pressing practical concern for our proposed risk radar use. In particular, what arguably matters most is a practical understanding of the ethical (and hence legal and reputational) *dos*
and don’ts of engaging with various primary or near-primary sources in order to elicit concrete risk information and gain contextual understanding. Conveniently, however, highly practical guidance on ethical codes for risk intelligence can be derived from codes of conduct developed by the competitive intelligence profession. Here the practical challenges arising with our boosted risk radar concept start to become very clear. The approach taken by the Strategic and Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP) is to offer a succinct high-level code of conduct (SCIP, 1997). Some foundational ethical principles are discernible. Their guidance emphasises the importance of honesty within contexts of social interaction, the need for compliance with all laws, and the need to avoid or declare conflicts of interest. It also incorporates a more specific ethical imperatives covering adherence to company policies and guideline, and accurate disclosure of all relevant information when communicating with information sources. The effect of the code, then, is to accentuate the profession’s specialisation in legitimate intelligence gathering capable of staving off reputationally damaging suggestions of deceit and subterfuge. In summary, we can conclude that organisations should focus effort towards clarifying and supporting the ethical and psychological ‘risk intelligence’ they decide they need, considering the above matters.

5.2 Meanings Two and Three: Risk intelligence processes and risk intelligent organisations

Throughout the discussion that follows, we selectively juxtapose some basic properties of the traditional risk management process with various similar organisational processes and related activities pertinent to the gathering and processing of intelligence. Our purpose will be to highlight opportunities for consolidation of similar and overlapping processes. This will enable us to outline a consolidated risk intelligence process, and by that token offer an outline vision of the risk intelligent organisation.
5.2.1 Learning from competitive, marketing and military intelligence processes: Maguire et al. (2009) and Ojiako et al. (2010, 2012) contend that competency to exploit novel situations has often eluded organisations. Furthermore, studies dealing with how businesses can learn from the military (Darling et al., 2005; Ojiako et al., 2010; Roche and Blaine, 2015) suggest that organisations, especially those competing in dynamic environments against irregular social threats from competitors, regulators, advocacy organisations, criminals, cyber-hackers and the like, can learn much from military approaches to combating irregular military threat. Seeking to contribute to this literature tradition by adding to the learning opportunities it has already proposed, we advocate that risk management is best developed in its risk intelligence process aspect through a practical focus on exploiting opportunities to consolidate and hybridise the traditional risk management process with conceptually similar marketing intelligence, competitive and military intelligence processes. There is no doubt from various organisational intelligence literatures (e.g. Dishman and Calof, 2008; Calof and Wright, 2008; McMullen et al. 2009) that various organisational intelligence processes can offer a range of information gathering and knowledge development enhancements. We will argue that organisational efforts to harness these competencies under the rubric of a general ‘risk intelligence’ process might best proceed from a constructively simple theoretical emphasis upon the challenge of boosting risk forecasting knowledge production for urgent and far-reaching engagement with irregular social threat.

5.2.2 Adopting the terminology of military intelligence processes: Emphasis on ‘gathering’ or ‘collecting’ information, which is key to competitive, marketing, business and other forms of intelligence practice within organisations (Taplin, 1989), has deep roots in decades of military intelligence theory and practice (Roche and Blaine, 2015). Military intelligence conceives of intelligence gathering as not just risky but also as sometimes requiring personal bravery and
sacrifice. A strong contrast arises here with the risk management concept of risk identification, whose sedentary connotations are (we think regrettably) consistent with much contemporary desk-based risk identification practice. An obvious yet curiously under-recognised benefit from importing military intelligence ‘gathering’ and ‘collecting’ metaphors invite is that they invite far more ambitious and energetic views regarding how organisations can develop attentiveness to social threat.

Some corresponding practical opportunity for hybridisation is therefore as follows. Whereas the ISO 31000 risk management process (ISO, 2009) begins with an ‘establishing the context’ stage prior to its ‘risk identification’ stage, US Military Joint Publication 2-0 (Department of Defense, 2013) moves through parallel ‘planning and direction’ followed by ‘collection’ stages. This document captures some of the logic of ISO 31000’s first two stages in its view of ‘planning and direction’ as being concerned with specifying what information is necessary for the successful achievement of specified military objectives, so that required ‘collection’ activities can take place at the next stage. However, in the military intelligence process it is very clear that stage two intelligence ‘collection’ conjoins logically with stage one ‘direction’. In the equivalent risk management process, such directed elicitation of active information gathering effort may not necessarily take place.

Perhaps, then, the ISO 31000 ‘establishing the context’ stage is improvable through further provisions to establish contextual uncertainties whose purpose is very explicitly to focus intelligence gathering activities at stage two. The purpose of such new provisions might also be construed as ‘pointing the risk radar in a particular direction’ in terms of our primary guiding metaphor. Here we might also take into account our further layer of theoretical concern to focus risk intelligence effort on the conversion of unknown-unknowns, through further metaphorical conceptualisation of this enhanced and hybridised practice as serving to point the risk radar towards where the ‘black swans’ are most likely to fly in from. Arguably,
what makes this high level metaphorical view particularly valuable, then, is that it speaks directly to what might often be the practical necessity of establishing stage one specifications of contextual uncertainty which prime stage two information gathering to attune towards wholly novel social threats. Remembering that co-development of abstract and concrete risk knowledge is our risk intelligence goal, it is further worth mentioning that there is no reason why such priming could not specify stage two information-gathering challenges both in terms of demands placed on abstract theoretical imagination and on requirements for concrete risk information.

5.2.3 Learning from military intelligence practice: Risk analysis typically focuses on estimating probabilities and consequences for risks, so that risk evaluation can then consider each risk’s significance with reference to pre-established criteria such as risk appetite or tolerance (Aven, 2012, 2017). The parallel practice within the military is to evaluate collected intelligence by ensuring its reliability and credibility through a process of filtering and weighting (Corkill, 2008; Wheaton, 2009). Such practice is espoused for example in the joint warfare publication on intelligence support published by the UK Ministry of Defence (2003). If we are to re-envision risk management as a practice to be invigorated through active intelligence gathering, then we might regard simple reliability ratings for sources, and simple credibility ratings for the information or knowledge these sources provide, as providing a highly practical means to enhance consolidated risk intelligence processes dedicated to risk forecasting knowledge production. Notably, credibility judgments about risk forecasts must be differentiated from the probability judgments they help shape. To inquire into credibility is in part to question the appropriateness of some abstract theoretical framework which assembles information as knowledge, perhaps in simple ‘story’ form. Therefore, a risk intelligence process requirement to judge credibility, inspired by military intelligence
practice, can help sensitise those involved in risk forecasting knowledge production to the need to differentiate abstract from concrete risk knowledge in order to apply appropriate critical scrutiny to a risk forecast.

To reiterate our learning-from-the-military concerns, gaining an understanding of how military commanders have dealt with the dynamics of an ever-changing combat environment may include learning from relatively modern ‘asymmetric’ or ‘unconventional’ military approaches in response to combat experiences with irregular adversaries (see Kilcullen, 2010; Nagl, 2010; Ministry of Defence, 2010). The parallels with businesses needing to deal with cybersecurity and various other social threats are obvious. One important question arising is how risk management infrastructure can be refocused along more proactive ‘boosted risk radar’ lines towards deep and flexible engagement with irregular social threat sources. In practice terms, small, agile and highly cross-trained special risk intelligence teams or task forces (similar to military special operators) bolstered by competitive intelligence capability may create sufficient organisational capacity for grounding risk forecasting knowledge development in what Ojiako et al. (2010) call ‘distributed intelligence’. This term refers to intelligence built from the lowest level of the organisation through widespread representation of its various functions in the special teams. This enables team members to contribute sufficiently broad and overlapping knowledge and experience pertaining to how social threat can impact organisations. In military circles, every special operator is deemed mandated to gather intelligence. In organisations, every employee across the entire spectrum of the organisation can similarly, at the very least, be seen as a proactive gatherer of intelligence who can interact with the special teams. This suggestion is intended to gel with commonplace ERM philosophy emphasising universal responsibility for initiating risk communications throughout the corporate nervous system (Institute of Risk Management, 2011).
Organisations can also develop risk forecasting knowledge through risk simulations structured in accordance with military ‘red teaming’ practice (Zenko, 2015). This can entail realistic role-play rehearsal of attacks upon organisations, in order to enrich forecasts, identify security vulnerabilities and improve planning protocols. Dedicated ‘red teams’ can also offer decision support. Well-known (2013) UK Ministry of Defence guidance explaining how is partly of interest for its surprising use of business terminology. It defines red teaming as “the independent application of a range of structures, creative and critical thinking techniques to assist the end user make a better informed decision to produce a more robust product” (p.4). Lauder (2009) observes that ‘red teaming’ in this sense usually entails voicing contrarian positions to inculcate more open-minded group decision-making, either in scenario exercises or in real life decision-making contexts. We can summarise its contribution to risk forecasting practice as one that also creates opportunities for the application of critical scrutiny to the co-production of abstract and concrete forecasting knowledge.

6.0 Conclusion

The paper has advocated for enhancement of risk forecasting practice under the influence of the multi-layered terminology and theory drawn together. Our theories pertaining to critical application of Rumsfeld’s knowledge quadrants for co-development of abstract and concrete forecasting knowledge, to the boosted risk radar, and to risk intelligence considered in the three interrelated aspects we propose, all offer novelty. By relating these theories both to one another and to highly practical proposals for enhancing organisational risk forecasting, we assure the novelty of our contribution to risk management and forecasting literatures, particularly in relation to challenges created by irregular social threat in general and cybersecurity in particular.
Thus, we have provided initial terminological and conceptual groundwork for theory development and for improvements to forecasting practice. Further research on risk forecasting as critical knowledge production focused on Rumsfeld’s binary knowledge ontology and its four quadrants, is called for. Psychometric research may assist if it can supply measurement tools showing that practitioners can estimate separate levels of abstract and concrete forecasting knowledge. If it can also be proven that this knowledge ontology is helpful for critical scrutiny purposes, then the case for improving risk management as we advocate will strengthen.
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